Abiotic Stress Tolerance-Progress and Pathways of Sustainable Rice Production
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Abstract: Rice is globally a major food crop and its production has progressively been affected by various types of abiotic stresses especially drought, flooding, salinity, heat and cold in most of the cultivable rice ecosystems. The incidence, intensity and duration of these stresses are anticipated to aggravate due to climate change consequences, demanding resilient yields in these situations to be essential. Present paper deals with reviewing various types of abiotic stresses and their mitigation strategies for enhancing and stabilizing rice production in stress prone areas. Review of available literature pertaining to the study area has been used as research methodology for this paper. The available literature suggests that stress-tolerant varieties can serve as the most viable strategy to contribute in coping with the problem of abiotic stresses. Although, good progress has been made in the development of stress-tolerant rice varieties (STRVs) and incessant efforts are being made to spread these varieties in target areas, adoption by farmers is yet to meet expectations. Advantage, affordability, awareness and availability are the main factors responsible for adopting any technology. The adoption of stress-tolerant varieties has not reached its potential, predominantly due to the lack of awareness and non-availability of seeds amongst farmers. Strategic and intentional collaborations should be ensured for scaling the sustainable delivery and diffusion of STRVs. A promotional roadmap that ensures the linkages between private and public seed sectors remains the key factor for its successful adoption. Similarly, strengthening of formal, informal and semi-formal seed systems is crucial to accelerate the dissemination of these varieties. There is an imperative need to create strategic plans for the development of varieties possessing multiple stress tolerance. Significant investments for sustainability of rice production in stress prone areas form the essential component of long-term agricultural development. The sooner these investments and strategies are accomplished, the greater the gains are expected.
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1. Introduction

The vulnerability of any society towards poverty and hunger is a multifaceted phenomenon. It depends upon the population structure, technological developments, policy implications, social behavior, land and water use patterns, economic status and cultural composition [1]. The resource-poor farmers in stress-prone areas are highly vulnerable to poverty and hunger. The stresses such as drought, submergence, salinity, heat and cold lead to the frequent destruction of crops imposing farmers to leave their fields fallow, and thereby converting them to dependent laborers [2]. The farmers from stress prone areas are
frequently subjected to chronic deprivations such as hunger and malnutrition, poor health, limited education, marginalization, lacking the resilience to cope with economic setbacks and natural disasters. Women, children and elderly in particular are highly vulnerable to shocks driven by abiotic stresses [3]. Moreover, the recurrent occurrence of these shocks reduces the propensity of farmers to adopt new and profitable technologies, increasing the vulnerability and depleting their capability to overcome hunger and poverty [4]. The abiotic stresses disproportionately affect the underprivileged farmers, resulting in reduction of their consumption, withdrawing their children from schools, and inflicting them to emigrate for source of livelihood to meet the instant needs [1].

Due to long-term adverse effects of climate change, the frequency, intensity and duration of abiotic stresses are anticipated to step-up in the coming years of this century, posing serious threats to crop production and global food security [5]. Besides, abiotic stresses have been aggravated due to the constant population growth along with urbanization and the need to obtain a range of services from agriculture in addition to food production [6]. The present scenario of farming in stress prone areas require major innovations to transform the existing practices of food production, distribution and consumption. The agricultural systems in these areas need to be modified for addressing the existing challenges to ensure the pertinent increase in food production [7]. Farmers will have to produce substantially large amount of food on less land, with less water, using less energy, fertilizers and pesticides without disturbing the ecological systems [8]. The scientific community need to play an important role in ascertaining the strategic investments in stress prone areas to set up resilient agricultural production systems, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, ensure well organized use of resources and safeguard adequate nutrition [3].

The present need is to enhance the productivity of major food crops in the regions highly prone to various types of environmental perturbations [9]. Among the main food crops, rice cultivation is highly impacted by various ecological constraints with about one-third of the 700 million poor affected in rainfed lowlands of Asia alone [10]. Existing and anticipated food demands necessitate a substantial enhancement in the productivity of this crop in the stress prone ecologies where soils, temperature and water control are suboptimal [11]. Investment, innovation and empowering the world’s most vulnerable populations is required to establish a rice production system that adapts to climate change, without disturbing the sustainability of our natural resource base. Smashing investments for the sustainability of rice production in stress prone areas form the essential component of long-term economic development. The sooner these investments are accomplished, the greater the gains are expected [12].

The present paper aims to consolidate the research on various types of abiotic stresses and their mitigation strategies for enhancing rice production in stress prone areas. We do this by providing an extensive review about the major abiotic stresses in rice, their distribution, area covered, the most sensitive stages, extent of losses, present status and future anticipations. Development, dissemination and adoption of stress tolerant varieties as the most coherent approach to deal with abiotic stresses is being discussed in view of the available literature. The mechanisms and genes responsible for stress tolerance has also been detailed. The social impacts and barriers in adoption of STRVs has also been discoursed. The strategic planning and adoption of various research-based approaches to ensure the sustainability of rice production has been dealt in view of the long-term agriculture developmental goals.

2. Methodology

Review of available literature about the study area has been used as a research methodology for this paper. An extensive review identifies the current gaps in scientific literature, integrate various studies, develop new understandings, generalize research outcomes and anticipate research inferences [13–15]. The research question in the present study is to understand the potential risks caused by various abiotic stresses in rice and to interpret various mitigation strategies. Therefore, the peer-reviewed literature for the terms “food security”, “abiotic stresses in rice”, “drought”, “flooding”, “salinity”, “heat”, “cold”,...
“stress tolerant rice varieties” and “mitigation strategies to cope with abiotic stresses” was searched from different data sources like PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, Google Scholar, AGRICOLA, PubAg and Scopus. The terms were searched either singly or in different combinations. The electronic searching resulted in the documentation of 1891 articles. Most of the research articles were collected from the electronic database sources like Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, Emerald, Taylor & Francis, and so on. After removing of duplicates, the irrelevant papers were excluded manually from all the papers retrieved through automatic search. During the entire selection process, 87 highly relevant articles were included in the literature review without setting any criteria for the article publication date.

To ensure that no relevant articles had been left out, thorough screening through full text reading followed by forward and backward snowball techniques were used [15,16]. The distribution of available literature reveals the evolution of scientific works and reflects the increasing trend in the number of publications over time. A peak in publications was observed in 2017 followed by 2015. The relevant papers were widely distributed among various journals belonging to different research areas like plant physiology, biotechnology, genomics, molecular biology, genetics, plant genetic resources, microbiology, agronomy, environmental sciences, environmental policy, ecology, evolution, abiotic stresses, food security, food safety, water management, extension, economics, rural development, human values, computer sciences, and so on. The papers selected were distributed amongst the authors and the relevant data was extracted through literature review. The data from all the authors were compiled into a single document. After eliminating redundancy, the information was shared amongst the authors to finally modify, add or rearrange the data in a second brief review. After the completion of compilation and manuscript drafting, the “JournalGuide” search engine was used to explore the appropriate journal for publication.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Major Abiotic Stresses in Rice

Rice is globally the most important food crop that serves as the main source of calories for more than half of the world’s 7 billion people. Its production has increasingly been exposed to the losses caused by abiotic stresses like drought, flooding, salinity, heat and cold in most of the cultivable rice ecosystems [17]. The frequency, intensity and duration of these stresses is expected to rise due to the progressive effects of climate change [18]. Among abiotic stresses, drought or scarcity of water is most devastating for rice cultivation in rainfed ecosystems. Submergence of rice plants for one to two weeks due to flash flooding is another major constraint prevailing mainly in rainfed lowlands [19]. The long duration cultivars usually come across with flooding at early stages followed by drought during flowering, resulting in huge yield losses [20]. Similarly, salinity which is characterized by high concentration of soluble salts is another widespread soil problem next only to drought and acts as a serious limitation for rice production worldwide [21]. Heat stress is nowadays emerging as a serious threat to rice production in view of the global climate change [22]. It restricts the plant growth, interrupts its metabolic activities and limits production [23]. Likewise, low temperature is a common problem for rice cultivation in temperate regions as well as high-altitude environments in tropical and subtropical areas. Cold stress adversely affects the rice crop at germination, vegetative growth and reproductive stages, leading to significant yield losses [24]. Sometimes, the rice crop comes across with multiple stresses (like salinity along with drought, drought followed by submergence), leading to huge crop losses. The improvement in combined tolerance to various types of abiotic stresses would substantially increase rice productivity while sustaining water resources and soil quality [25].

3.1.1. Drought

Drought acts as a major limitation for rice production. As per the estimates, more than half of the global rice area is suffering from drought of various intensities [17,26–28]. Rice grain yield as well as vegetative growth is seriously affected by drought [29]. Reduction in
test weight, grain dimensions and rate of seed-setting are frequently noticed under insufficient moisture conditions [30,31]. Drought stress restricts floret emergence, causes spikelet infertility, lead to low test weight and finally results in reduced grain yield [32,33]. The decline in yield may be due to drought induced reduction in CO$_2$ assimilation, decreased stomatal efficacy, reduced efficiency of photosynthetic machinery, diminished leaf size, condensed stem extensions, decline in water use efficiency, suppressed activities of photosynthetic assimilate synthesizing enzymes and inappropriate distribution of sugars [34]. The extent of yield reduction varies with the length of drought period, the stage of crop growth and intensity of the stress [31,35].

3.1.2. Submergence

Submergence is one of the key limitations for rice cultivation especially in the years and areas of high precipitation. More than 16% of the global rice area is prone to flooding [36,37]. Flash floods resulting in complete immersion of the plants in water for about two weeks is one of the most frequent constraints for rice cultivation in rainfed lowlands of south and south-east Asia [38]. In India, approximately one-third of the paddy area is vulnerable to submergence with an average yield of only 0.5–0.8 t ha$^{-1}$ compared to national average of 2.6 t ha$^{-1}$ [39]. The enduring adverse effects of climate change are likely to increase flooding incidences, a major threat for sustainable rice production in near future [40]. Many areas are anticipated to witness an increase in flooding as a result of sea level rise, irregular pattern of rainfall distribution and projected increase in rate of occurrence and intensity of extreme weather events [19].

Although aerobic crops cannot survive water logging, paddy can subsist in shallow standing water due to its extensive aerenchyma which can maintain oxygen supply to the roots [41]. However, most rice cultivars cannot withstand flooding for more than 7 days [42]. Flash flooding driven complete submergence limits gaseous exchange, thus impeding growth processes, resulting in death and decay of plants [41,43]. The degree of submergence induced damage depends on the depth and duration of flooding as well as on the geography of land and flood water conditions [44,45].

3.1.3. Salinity

Salinity refers to condition of the soil or water resulting due to higher concentrations of various salts such as NaCl, MgSO$_4$, CaSO$_4$, MgCO$_3$ and CaCO$_3$ [46,47]. Salinity can develop naturally or may be anthropogenic. Irrigation and widespread clearance of vegetation are the two major human activities that accelerate the accumulation of salts in soil surface [48]. It is being anticipated that half of the cultivable area will be salt affected by the mid of twenty-first century [49]. Among the cereals, rice is considered to be the most salt sensitive crop and every year millions of hectares in South and Southeast Asia are left uncultivated because of salinity. Salinity response in rice is a multifaceted phenomenon, involving coordinated and tissue-specific processes to enable its growth on affected soils [50].

The damage to rice crop depends on the extent of salinity, exposure duration, genotype, growth stage, water regime, soil physical properties, temperature and solar radiations [51–53]. Salinity causes stomatal closure, increase in leaf temperature, reduction in photosynthesis, loss of biomass, partial sterility and inhibition of shoot elongation, all these manifesting towards the reduction in yield [54,55]. Rice crop is highly sensitive towards salinity during early seedling and reproductive stages. It has been observed that rice crop shows tolerance during germination, active tillering and towards maturity. Salinity stress at seedling stage causes whitened tips of young leaves, leaf chlorosis, plant stunting, low tillering and irregular plant survival [56]. At reproductive stage, the stress reduces number of spikelets, effective tillers, spikelet fertility, panicle length and panicle branching [57].

3.1.4. Heat

Heat stress, characterized by prevalence of high temperature is one of the major abiotic constraints for rice production, next only to drought and salinity [58]. The phenomenon of
global warming resulting from the continuous emission of greenhouse gases acts as a major source of increase in atmospheric temperature [59]. The global emission of greenhouse gases due to human activities is likely to increase in ensuing years, thereby contributing towards the further increase in temperature [60]. It has been estimated that the rise in average temperature by 1 °C declines the rice yield by 4 to 10% [61]. Although rice maintains its normal growth and development at 27 to 32 °C, temperatures above this range drastically affect all stages of the plant’s life cycle [62], the most critical being 33 °C during flowering [63]. Booting and flowering are the most heat sensitive stages leading to complete sterility in rice [64].

High temperature at flowering leads to abnormal pollination, resulting in poor seed set and low grain quality [65,66]. To ensure fertility at anthesis under high temperatures, scientists are employing the strategies of escape, avoidance, and tolerance [67]. During vegetative growth, heat stress can lead to leaf discoloration and accelerated development, leading to low yield in sensitive cultivars. Excessive heat causes irreversible damage by reduction in metabolic activities, rate of photosynthesis, leaf area, water-use efficiency, plant growth and yield [68,69]. The different growth stages of rice show differential sensitivity towards enhanced day and night temperatures. Enhanced nocturnal temperatures increase respiration rates, thereby affecting the metabolism and resulting in reduction of yield [70].

3.1.5. Cold

Rice is a cold-sensitive crop and among the abiotic stresses, low temperature acts as a main limiting factor for production of this crop under temperate conditions and high elevation environments. Due to the impact of ongoing climate change, the frequency of extreme low temperature events has increased since last few decades [25]. The effects of reduced temperatures on rice crop depend on the developmental stage, intensity of cold, genetic constitution of the variety and time of exposure [71,72]. Cold stress badly affects the growth and development of rice plants at germination, vegetative and reproductive stages, causing severe reduction in yield. At germination, cold stress reduces both percentage and speed of germination. At vegetative stage, low temperatures affect seedling vigor leading to non-uniform plant height [73,74]. The most sensitive phase towards low temperature damage in rice is booting stage, followed by flowering [75].

Low temperature at booting and flowering stages declines the plant growth and causes significant reduction in spikelet fertility and increase in susceptibility towards diseases [76]. The degree of reduction in fertility varies across the varieties and with the duration of cold exposure [77]. Japonica genotypes are more tolerant to low temperature than Indicas and thus under high altitude and latitude ecologies, these types of varieties are prevalent [78]. Prolonged exposure to cold causes physiological changes in the rice plant, resulting in decrease in total chlorophyll content, inhibition of photosynthetic activity and oxidative stress [79]. This results in chlorosis and necrosis in rice leaves [80,81].

3.2. Stress Tolerant Rice Varieties (STRVs) for Ensuring High Yields under Stress

Most of the rice farmers in stress-prone areas show more dependence on locally available low yielding traditional cultivars and landraces which are relatively tolerant to abiotic stresses. In some places, farmers have altogether left paddy cultivation to leave their fields fallow in the wet season [82]. Although, some farmers cultivate modern and improved rice varieties due to their high yield potential, these improved varieties under unfavorable conditions suffer huge yield losses due to their inability to withstand stresses [2]. Development, dissemination and adoption of stress tolerant high yielding rice varieties possessing better quality can act as the most coherent approach to deal with the problem of abiotic stresses [83]. High yielding STRVs has the potential to increase and stabilize rice productivity in the unfavorable ecosystems that did not benefit from the first green revolution [82]. These varieties have enabled the farmers to grow rice in the areas where its cultivation has been abandoned due to the frequent occurrence of abiotic stresses [84]. The present need is to develop the climate-resilient varieties with multiple
stress tolerance to address the uncertainty posed by climate change and its impact on rice in future [12].

3.2.1. Drought Tolerant Rice Varieties

The need for development of drought tolerant STRVs has been recognized since long to ensure sustainable rice production in rainfed areas [12]. Identifying rice genotypes and breeding lines with high levels of drought tolerance, and subsequently using them in breeding programs has been one of the major challenges in rice research [85]. Progress in breeding for drought tolerance has been slow due to the complex genetic expression of drought tolerance, and difficulties in bringing various drought-tolerance related traits together along with high yield under well-watered conditions [86]. Research on varietal development for drought tolerant rice was started in 1960s by International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), but the promising results appeared only about a decade back when some lines (like IR 74371-54-1-1, IR 74371-46-1-1and IR 74371-70-1-1) showing drought tolerance were developed by IRRI. These genotypes exhibited exceptionally desirable performance in India, Nepal and Bangladesh [12]. Under the intense stress, where most of the high yielding cultivars got totally succumbed, the drought tolerant lines showed yield of about 0.8–1.0 t ha$^{-1}$. Even under non-drought conditions, the tolerant lines surpass the popular rice varieties in drought prone areas [30,86]. Likewise, the IR64 QTL lines were developed that outperformed IR64 by 0.5 to 1.8 t ha$^{-1}$ under different intensities of drought [87]. Similarly, the varieties like CR Dhan, Abhishek and Sushk Samrat has also been recognized for their ability to stabilize rice production in rainfed lowlands of eastern India [10]. Moreover, in different areas of South Asia, different drought tolerant cultivars have been promoted (for example, DRR 42, 44 in India; BRRI Dhan 66, 71 in Bangladesh and Sukha Dhan 4, 5 in Nepal). The drought tolerant line IR74371-70-1-1 has been promoted under three different names in three countries: as Sahbhagi Dhan in India, as BRRI Dhan 56 in Bangladesh and as Sukha Dhan 3 in Nepal [88]. This reveals the worth of this genotype to exhibit yield advantage across a wide range of ecologies. Sahbhagi Dhan shows distinct yield advantage under drought without any yield penalty in normal conditions.

3.2.2. Submergence Tolerant Rice Varieties

Rapid progress has been made in developing flooding tolerant rice varieties and continuous attempts are being made to disseminate these varieties to farmers in unfavorable rice growing ecologies [84]. Incorporating submergence tolerance into high yielding popular rice cultivars has been recognized to be the most effective approach to alleviate the effects of submergence [89]. Using marker assisted breeding (MAB), Sub1 (Submergence tolerance 1) QTL has been incorporated from the local Indian landrace into a mega variety Swarna, which is being widely cultivated in many states of India. The variant of Swarna, named as Swarna-Sub1, can endure complete flooding for over 15 days and recovers well once water is receded [83,90]. After thorough evaluation over years in farmers’ fields, Swarna-Sub1 was recommended for commercial cultivation in India during 2009 [19]. In the meantime, Sub1 was introgressed in some other rice varieties, popularly cultivated in rainfed and flood-prone areas of South and South-East Asia [17]. Sub1 varieties of rice (e.g., Swarna-Sub1, BR11-Sub1, CR1009-Sub, Sambha Mahsuri-Sub1) have been clearly recognized for their contribution towards enhancing rice productivity in the rainfed lowlands of Bangladesh, India and Nepal [82,91].

Recently, strategies have been focusing for replacing other popular mega varieties with their stress tolerant versions in the suitable target areas. The rationale of this work is that farmers are already well adapted with the popular varieties and introduction of their stress tolerant versions will not entail to inform them about new specifications and cultivation practices [89]. This would lead to easy adoption and popularization of STRVs in initial stage and would also provide the track for totally new varieties to be accepted by farmers [19,83].
3.2.3. Salinity Tolerant Rice Varieties

Development of salt tolerant rice varieties can serve as the most economical and effective approach to enhance crop production in salinity affected ecologies [92]. Although many salinity tolerant landraces are under cultivation, the fact is that these cultivars have poor agronomic features with low yield potential [93]. These landraces are being used as potential donors to enhance the salinity tolerance in otherwise sensitive but popular rice cultivars [94]. Pokkali, a landrace has been observed to show relatively better salt tolerance and thus used as highly potential donor. In this landrace, a major QTL (Saltol) governing salinity tolerance at vegetative stage has been identified on chromosome 1 [95]. Similarly, FL478 (a cultivar derived from crossing between Pokkali and IR 29) is being exploited as a potential donor for salinity tolerance. This genotype possesses enhanced degree of seedling stage salinity tolerance, besides being photoperiod insensitive and flowers earlier than the original Pokkali [96]. Using marker assisted backcross breeding, Saltol and other QTLs has been introgressed in some popular rice varieties (like ADT45, CR1009, Gayatri, MTU1010, PR114, Pusa 44 and Sarjoo 52) to enhance their cultivation in salinity affected areas [17].

Salinity tolerance is a multifaceted phenomenon and requires the combination of independent and/or interdependent mechanisms. The tolerance at one stage is usually independent of the tolerance at other stage [97]. Likewise, salinity tolerance is a polygenic trait independently and/or inter-dependently controlled by different QTLs [98]. Eleven QTLs for salt tolerance were identified on Chromosomes 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9, from the population derived by crossing Nona Bokra and Koshihikari [99]. Similarly, thirteen QTLs for seedling stage salt tolerance in cultivar Changbai10 were identified on chromosomes 1, 5, 6, and 7 [100]. The immense need is to develop rice varieties with multiple QTLs governing salt tolerance at different growth stages.

3.2.4. Heat Tolerant Rice Varieties

Enhancing heat tolerance in rice has been one of the major breeding objectives throughout the tropics especially in view of the ongoing climatic change. Wide variation for heat tolerance has been observed among the different cultivars of rice [101]. Among the heat tolerant varieties involves Indica cultivars viz., IR24 and IR36; Japonica cultivars viz., Akitakomachi and Koshihikari; and an aus landrace, Nagina22 (N22) [102]. Landraces which are more adapted to the local environmental conditions could be the potential sources for heat tolerance. The aus indicar landrace N22 has been identified as one of the most heat tolerant accessions and it has been used as a check variety for most of heat tolerance studies in rice [103]. The QTLs for heat tolerance from N22 can be introgressed into other varieties for developing the heat tolerant climate resilient rice cultivars [104].

Several major and minor QTLs for high temperature tolerance along with their linked markers have been identified in rice [105]. However, the constraints for developing superior genotypes with heat tolerance is that the trait is governed by small effect QTLs or several epistatic QTLs [66]. Pyramiding several QTLs in the same genetic background using large populations through marker-assisted breeding or genomic selection can be employed to overcome the problem [106–108]. A QTL qHTSF4.1 that increases spikelet fertility by about 15% at the temperatures higher than 37 °C has been fine mapped on chromosome 4 [109]. High throughput phenotyping and genotyping approaches such as genome wide association studies (GWAS) and genotyping by sequencing (GBS) can be exploited to tap all the available diversity contributing towards heat tolerance [110–112]. With the advancements in genome editing techniques like CRISPR-Cas9 and TILLING, the crop improvement for heat tolerance can be accelerated [113,114].

3.2.5. Cold Tolerant Rice Varieties

The development of cold tolerant rice cultivars is one of the most effective and economical approaches to enhance rice production especially in the areas prone to cold stress [115]. A wide spectrum of variations in cold tolerance has been observed amongst the rice genotypes, reflecting the differences in places of their origin and breeding history. Japonica
varieties are usually distributed in high elevated ecologies and show better cold tolerance compared to indica [116]. They are thus used as donors in breeding programs for the improvement of cold tolerance [115]. Kalinga-III, CR Dhan 601, Joymati, Kanaklata, K-332 and SR-5 are some of the rice varieties showing tolerance towards cold conditions and are thus cultivated under high altitude ecologies during normal growing seasons and under boro conditions during winters [117–119].

Cold tolerance is a complex trait, highly influenced by environmental factors and controlled by different genes at different growth stages. Considerable efforts have been made for evaluation and mapping of QTLs associated with cold tolerance in rice. Some genes (COLD1, qLTG3-1 and LTG1) governing cold tolerance at the vegetative stage have been identified [120]. Similarly, various low-temperature germinability-associated QTLs have been identified in different populations [121,122]. Jiang et al. [123] identified 11 putative QTLs governing low-temperature germinability on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 11. Fewer QTLs have been identified for cold tolerance at bud stage than at the germination stage [124].

3.3. Social Impact of STRVs

Most of the stress-prone areas are inhabited by socio-economically disadvantaged farmers possessing marginal to small land holdings with unstable yields. Thus, abiotic stresses affect the unprivileged farmers disproportionately [19,125]. The extent of abiotic stresses induced damages are drastic and irreparable. The reason being that the crops are usually in an active growth stage and farmers already have incurred substantial investments in the form of inputs [126]. Moreover, farmers growing rice in stress prone areas are risk-averse and therefore reluctant to use costly farm inputs, thereby resulting in further decline of yield [127]. The cultivation of STRVs encourages the farmers to invest more on inputs due to reduced risks of crop failure. This results in an increase in farm output during all the years, irrespective of the severity of stresses [128–130]. Besides, STRVs represent an important adaptation to climate change that can increase farm productivity and ensure production from the affected land. This leads to optimism that the problems associated with climate change can be dealt partly through the development, dissemination and of adaption of resilient varieties [12].

3.4. Barriers in the Adoption of STRVs

Advantage, affordability, awareness and availability (4As) are the main factors responsible for the adoption of any technology (Figure 1). The STRVs reveal better performance during stress as well as non-stress conditions and thus show distinct advantage over non-STRVs [3]. Moreover, no special expenditure needs to be incurred by farmers while adopting STRVs, thus there are no issues of affordability [38]. The adoption of stress tolerant varieties has not reached to its potential, predominantly due to the lack of information (awareness) and non-availability of seeds with farmers [131]. Informational inefficiencies act as main barrier for the adoption of STRVs. Increasing awareness about the worth of new varieties is the first and foremost step for their rapid and large-scale adoption [39]. Proper awareness enhances seed multiplication and marketing by creating the sufficient and continuous demand for quality seed [132].

The relative advantage in performance of rice varieties in farmers’ fields may result in their rapid adoption, for the reason that most the farmers procure seeds from neighbors and relatives, and better performing cultivars disseminate fast through exchange once farmers are well informed about their benefits [133]. The informal seed system through exchange and sharing amongst farmers has been an effective strategy for both pre- and post-release dissemination. This process is smooth but slow and highly fragile due to its sensitivity to natural disasters, unpredictable weather changes, and limited capacity of farmers to produce and retain good quality seeds for exchange [134]. Regular access to seeds of climate resilient rice varieties is important to address such challenges and the supply of seeds through business channels is the only sustainable way forward [83].
Besides, sustainable use of rice varieties depends critically on the availability of adequate supply of fresh seeds. In particular, if the supply side of the market is limited, relying on farmers to use self-multiplied seeds and efficiently diffuse those seeds amongst themselves is an ineffective and slow strategy [91].

Similarly, some of the farmers are unaware about re-using the seed of STRVs by confusing these with hybrids. This acts as a non-trivial barrier for adoption especially in the regions where hybrids are being extensively grown and widely endorsed by private seed companies [89]. This clearly shows the importance of awareness amongst farmers regarding the need of saving seeds for the next cropping season. The current extension and delivery systems are not successful in delivering a proven stress tolerant technology to farmers in a proper perspective [82]. As a consequence, this technology has yet to be adopted at a scale where it can deliver maximal benefits. Establishment and adoption of a new research-based approaches for proper diffusion and scaling of STRVs is thus needed [134].

3.5. Strategies for Enhancing Rice Production in Stress Prone Areas

Strategic planning and adoption of various research-based approaches has the potential to ensure the sustainability of rice production in stress prone areas. These strategies form the essential component of long-term agricultural development.

3.5.1. Establishing Linkages between Different Stakeholders

The sustainability of STRVs depend heavily on the level of seed multiplication and participation by seed dealers, seed producers, private and public seed companies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), progressive farmers, marketing agents, extension officials, media as well as women led seed groups who can contribute towards the sustainable seed supply for their communities [91]. Therefore, new approaches need to be developed towards working with the public and private stakeholders associated with different arenas of seed. A promotional roadmap needs to be established by ensuring the linkages between private and public seed sector with the institutions that produce breeder seed [135].
Formal, informal and semi-formal (NGOs, small farmers clubs) seed systems have complementary tasks in supporting agricultural development. Strengthening all these systems to expedite the upscaling and adoption of new varieties in pipeline is indispensable. Informal seed strengthening helps in pre-release promotion of STRVs and their evaluation through multiple channels for greater feedback generation [38,82,84]. The key seed system players need to be brought together to enhance their knowledge about new rice varieties, thereby to improve and speed up seed multiplication, dissemination and adoption [89]. This includes partnerships with local NGO’s and private seed companies (small, medium and large) to ensure adequate supply and availability of seed. These partnerships can potentially ensure the sustainable supply and availability of good quality seeds of STRVs [136].

3.5.2. Engaging Seed Dealers and Agrovets for Delivering Extension Services

The incentives for wide-scale adoption will not be well aligned unless private sector plays a larger role. Awareness creation through seed dealers, agrovets, distributors and marketing agents of seed companies linked with public and private seed corporations has been found to be very promising for improving the adoption of STRVs [135]. Therefore, instead of delivering information and demonstrations to farmers, delivering these services to seed dealers/distributors has a greater impact on the spread of new varieties. Seed dealers have incentives to spread the information to their customers (i.e., marketing to farmers) because increase in demand translates directly to increased profits for dealers [12,137]. Seed dealers and agro-vets influence the varietal/seed selection by farmers and thus can play a primary role in dissemination of STRVs especially in areas with poor network of extension services. In addition, dealers have reputations to protect and support their clients, since they deal with the same farmers every year [138]. Therefore, well-informed dealers are unlikely to push the wrong technology upon farmers. In addition to better alignment of incentives, delivering extension services to dealers offers obvious cost advantages as their population being orders of magnitude smaller than the population of farmers [139]. Using dealers’ networks for awareness creation and creating seed demand helps in improving SRR (seed replacement rate) of rice in general and of STRVs in particular.

3.5.3. Deploying Women Self-Help Groups for Dissemination and Sustainability of STRVs

Establishing a platform in the seed sector at community level by involving enterprising women self-help groups (SHGs) can improve the local availability and delivery of stress tolerant rice in target areas [140]. The rationale behind this approach is that the female farmers boost the spread of awareness and technologies in their community groups, thereby resulting in sustainable processes and practices [141,142]. The female farmers as principal agents of change in their communities need to be promoted [140].

Women’s groups have immense potential to become viable enterprises, which can be very successful and powerful tool in providing a community safety net and generating income for groups [143]. These groups need to be connected with the formal seed sector in order to ensure their access to the breeder and foundation seed. This will improve the sustainability of both formal and informal seed systems and increase the seed replacement rate in the areas where seed networks are not appropriately available [12]. The capacity building of such groups needs to be ascertained, thereby strengthening their capabilities, improving their decisiveness and enabling them to deliver accurate feedback to researchers [144].

It is helpful to focus on working with NGOs specifically working with women SHGs and other female farmers. These NGOs have locally strong base for promoting livelihoods and endowing the women through various interventions and femino-centric initiatives and models [145]. These models can be exploited for dissemination, up scaling and promotions of STRVs [146].
3.5.4. Deploying Progressive Farmers for Sustainability of STRVs

One of the limitations for rapid upscaling of stress tolerant rice varieties is the non-availability of quality seed for sale during subsequent years in the areas where large demonstrations are being conducted [19]. The need is to educate some progressive farmers in quality seed production, processing, storage and overall seed entrepreneurship. These farmers too can serve as the potential sources for ensuring the local availability of quality seed [12,147]. This will also make the seed system sustainable in the areas where dealers’ networks may not be active or existing [134]. Involving farmers in seed production can serve as the most coherent approach to ensure sustainability of STRVs in the target areas. Through sustainable seed production and distribution systems, farmers can take advantage of the benefits of STRVs.

3.5.5. Head-to-Head Trials as Efficient and Innovative Means of Demonstration through Learning

The communication of information to farmers has been a weak link between innovation and adoption of available and step-change technologies. Although, different schools of thought have proposed different methods, the conventionally approved approach of varietal dissemination is to organize the large-scale demonstrations where some farmers cultivate the improved variety and others in the locality are asked to visit and see the outcome [148,149]. In these demonstrations, the farmers can witness the outcome but cannot assess the gains. Assessing gain needs to set up a control plot planted with the next best option available with the same farmer-determined farming practices [5,150].

In order to overcome the limitations of field demonstrations, the head-to-head trials are conducted in the farmer’s fields. These trials involve cultivation of a new variety next to the old one to compare in the same field or in two adjoining fields under the similar set of conditions [89,151]. Head-to-head trials improve farmer’s knowledge in the self-supervised plots. Large number of such trials for STRVs are being laid in farmers’ fields that have revealed promising results against the counterfactuals in Eastern India [12,150]. These trials are being carried out through a network of KVKs apart from NGOs who have a strong presence in remote areas where extension services are not adequate. This has boosted the confidence of farmers regarding STRVs, and thereby helped to accelerate their adoption and acceptability [89].

3.5.6. Varietal Dissemination through Mini-Kits

Rather than accentuating on large scale cultivation in a few spots, the strategy should be to inoculate larger number of locations with a small quantity of seed of improved cultivars mostly through lead farmers [140,152]. New sites are selected during ensuing years, while promoting the farmer-to-farmer diffusion at the locations covered during the earlier seasons [153]. Farmer-to-farmer diffusion of seed has been observed to be an efficient strategy for both pre- and post- release dissemination. Each season, new farmers provided with seeds are encouraged to share these with other farmers during the ensuing years. This method has been found to be very effective for awareness creation, seed up-scaling and promotion of STRVs in the difficult yet highly targeted areas of Eastern India [12,154].

3.5.7. Strategic Partnerships

Through a top-bottom approach, the need is to involve the national agriculture system as the lead partner and facilitate the field visits of policy makers and other top officials to the demonstration plots. The meetings between officials of national agriculture system, NGO partners, seed dealers and KVKs functionaries should be ensured. This is to get the correct feedback and anticipated seed demand for framing future plans, to maintain balance in the seed system [155]. Collaborations with civil and development organizations should be ascertained through their ongoing projects on climate change, disaster management, livelihood improvement and programs looking for technologies at national and international levels. This is to ensure the efficiency in functioning [132]. The smoothing
of international agreements on varietal release, seed-sharing and certification need to be ascertained to ensure the easy and early availability of quality seed to farmers across borders [156].

3.5.8. Establishing the Client-Oriented Crop Cafeteria

Crop cafeteria involves the demonstration of different crops/varieties in a specific agroecological region, offering an opportunity for the farmers to choose a suitable one. In order to ensure the faster and sustainable uptake of STRVs, the setting up of client-oriented crop cafeteria (STRV Expo) at prime locations has been advocated. The representatives from private and/or public seed sectors, and their critical market agents (like seed growers, distributors, dealers and agrovets) are invited to visit the expos. The desirable traits of different rice varieties are demonstrated in these expos [157]. This approach is intended to fast track the awareness creation and to help in building seed demand from dealers and agrovets to their respective potential suppliers (seed companies). Dealers form an important part of the participatory varietal selection and demonstration processes, where they can provide their feedback on the demand side [158].

3.5.9. Ensuring Capacity Building

To improve their knowledge base, rigorous and practical training to trainers on quality seed production should be imparted to the representatives from NGOs, extension workers and progressive farmers. The training ought to be conducted with the help of local resources [159]. Most illustrative extension material and literature may be distributed among the farmers to enable them to follow the recommended practices for maintaining the seed quality [154]. Training should be carried out at local levels to enhance and ensure efficient informal seed diffusion [140].

3.5.10. Evaluation Hubs for Formalized Feedback

In order to have a formalized and scientific approach-based feedback, the evaluation of STRVs should be carried out under the direct control of top officials from national agriculture extension system. The officials lead the hubs to evaluate the varietal trials and convey the findings to public seed sector [160]. The feedback helps in sensitizing policy makers for future course of action [156,161].

3.5.11. Cropping System-Based Targeting

The efforts should be laid for the development and dissemination of short duration stress tolerant rice varieties. These varieties have the potential to advance the subsequent crop, thus generating a prospect for incorporating one more crop under favorable rainfed conditions [12]. Farmers could be benefitted to great extent as they can increase or even double farm production through crop intensification [162]. Sahbhagi Dhan (IR 74371-70-1-1) is an example of short duration drought tolerant rice variety that provides ample scope for crop intensification [88].

4. Challenges and Way Forward

Science and technology need to play an essential role in meeting the challenge of moving the globe into safe operating space where agriculture can satisfy the food needs of every single individual, especially those living in agriculturally marginal ecosystems. Science, technology and innovations coupled with strategic planning can help the world’s poor to overcome the problem of poverty and hunger [3]. Although, technological innovation has contributed significantly towards the development of STRVs showing tolerance to different types of abiotic stresses, the imperative need is to ascertain strategic plans for the development of varieties possessing multiple stress tolerance.

Moreover, the most important challenge for current system of agriculture and seed production is that the dissemination and adoption STRVs is low mainly due to the lack of information and non-availability of seeds amongst farmers [5,91,163]. The existing system
of agricultural extension and seed supply need to be aligned in a way to successfully deliver the proven stress tolerant technology to farmers. Agricultural extension system needs reformations to enhance the diffusion and adoption of STRVs. Research based strategies ought to be implemented so that STRVs are adopted at a scale where it can achieve maximal benefits. Strategic and intentional collaborations should be ensured for enhancing the diffusion of STRVs to farmers. These strategies have the potential to ensure food security especially under the climatically vulnerable agro-ecologies.

5. Conclusions

Under the scenario of climate change and its impact on agricultural crop productivity, the anticipated food insecurity in the future necessitates the production of a substantially large amount of food on limited resources without disturbing the ecological systems. Recent technological innovations in crop breeding have significantly contributed by developing STRVs that have the potential to ensure the food secure future sustainably. Redesigning technologies, delivery systems and policies prove to be the most effective approach for ensuring food security in the most vulnerable areas. The immense need is to set up the sustainable and resilient food production systems that are capable of ensuring food security for future generations.
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